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DANISH ECONOMIC THEORY-WERE THE SWEDES BETTER?

By HANS BREMS

102-WORD ABSTRACT

Inevitably the post-1870 neoclassical

revolution spread to Scandinavia. In Denmark

Westergaard and Birck introduced it in its

Jevonian and Marshallian forms. But by confining

themselves to do-it-yourself households and

partial equilibria, respectively, Jevons and

Marshall had both missed general equilibrium.

By skipping Jevons and Marshall and intro-

ducing general equilibrium in its Bohm-Bawerkian

and Valrasian forms, respectively, Wicksell and

Cassel gave Sweden a head start. Walras reached

Denmark only with the second generation after

Westergaard. Zeuthen was the first to use

inequalities in general-equilibrium theory,

thus formulating the primal half of what was to

become the von Neumann duality.





History of Economics Society, Boston, June 1987

DANISH ECONOMIC THEORY—WERE THE SWEDES BETTER?*

By HANS BREMS

I. INTRODUCTION

Sweden had Wicksell, Cassel, and Ohlin. Of Danish economic theory

less has been heard. Were the Swedes better? The present paper will

examine the record and see if they were and if so, why. The paper will

confine itself to post-1870 microeconomic theory—our heartland as it

were. As far as earlier Danish theory and its international roots are

concerned, the reader is referred to Boserup's (1980) excellent "small-

country case study." Danish contributions to the fiscal theory of old-

age pensions are surveyed by Petersen (1986) , to early econometrics by

Kaergard (1984), and to early Keynesianism by Topp (1981), (1987).
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II. THE CHRONOLOGY

1. Westergaard (1853-1936)

Harald Ludvig Westergaard took degrees in mathematics (1874) and

economics (1877) at the University of Copenhagen. He studied in

Britain and Germany 1877-1878, and taught statistics and economics at

his alma mater 1883-1924.

As an economist, Westergaard rejected English classical theory on

two grounds. First, his warm heart reacted against a dismissal of

social reform as futile. Like his German historical colleagues,

Westergaard became an early champion of Sozialpolitik . Second, his

keen mind reacted against a dismissal of the demand side. In his

Indledning (1891) he introduced the post-1870 revolution of economic

theory in the form received from his friend Jevons.

What was new in the post-1870 revolution? To come to grips with

the allocation of resources, economics must make room for preferences.

Jevons (1871) included them in a form which he must have thought of as

tangible and tractable—so tangible and tractable that he expressed it

in numbers and drew curves of it. The form was utility. If not yet

practically measurable, utility was thought of as a measure. A measure
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of what? A measure of human sensation. In all this Westergaard not

only followed Jevons but went him one better. Westergaard 's first

article (1876), reported on by Davidsen (1986: 808-811), accepted

cardinal utility to the point of making interpersonal utility compari-

sons: equalizing the distribution of income would maximize community

utility.

But there was more to the post-1870 revolution than preferences.

There was also the general-equilibrium vision. While the inclusion of

preferences is a necessary condition for the formulation of general

equilibrium, it is not a sufficient condition. Cournot (1838) and

Marshall (1890) used preferences very effectively to build partial-

equilibrium models, but both recoiled explicitly from any attempt to

build general-equilibrium ones.

Implicitly, Jevons (1871) recoiled, too. His households were do-

it-yourself households engaged in barter. Accordingly in his chapter

IV on barter Jevons visualized at first persons each of whom initially

possessed one single commodity some of which they would trade for other

commodities. Strictly speaking such do-it-yourself households can have

no income and can pay no prices. Yet Jevons [1871 (1931: 138)] sup-

posed "that a person possesses one single kind of commodity, which we

may consider to be money, or income." A general-equilibrium model in

which inputs were supplied by households and demanded by industry would
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have explained how such income was earned, but Jevons never did, nor

could, mention its source. Furthermore, Jevon's chapter on barter con-

tained numerous references to prices.

Such inconsistency forces us to rank Jevons third among the post-

1870 pioneers: Menger, too, confined himself to do-it-yourself house-

holds but never referred to incomes earned or prices paid—and thus was

guilty of no inconsistency.

In short, the post-1870 revolution found its way into Denmark in

its weakest form. Two lone voices must, however, be remembered.

2. Bing (1839-1912) and Petersen (1839-1910)

In the very first issue of the very early Danish journal

National^konomisk Tidsskrift two young mathematicians Bing and Petersen

[1873 (1962)] offered a model of interest and wages. At the time they

did not know Jevons' s work—which was perhaps just as well, since Jevons

[1871 (1931: 255)] conceived "that the returns to capital and labour

are Independent of each other." Bing and Petersen, by contrast, con-

sidered those returns interdependent and offered a marginal-productivity

determination of them not unlike the determination safely established

by von Thunen [1850 (1960: 249-264)] before indulging in his tombstone
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formula [1850 (1960: 292-295)]—the only part of von Thiinen's work

referred to by Bing and Petersen, who correctly rejected it.

After Westergaard and the very brief Bing-Petersen interlude, the

next Danish generation remained Jevonian with Marshall added, as we

shall now see.

3. Birck (1871-1933)

Laurits Vilhelm Birck took his degree in economics at the University

of Copenhagen in 1893, travelled in the United States in 1893 and in

Britain and France in 1898-1899. He served as a member of parliament

and was active in wartime price control and postwar royal commissions

on financial collapse and the great depression. He taught economics

and public finance at his alma mater 1903-1933.

Birck received the foundations of his theory of value (1902), (1922)

from his teacher Harald Westergaard who, as we saw, had received them

from Jevons. Jevonian households were do-it-yourself households engaged

in barter, and to Birck their utilities remained cardinal to the end.

To Jevons Birck added Marshall whom he considered the greatest name in

our discipline. Marshall did separate industry from households. Once

separated from households, industry demands inputs and supplies outputs;

households demand outputs and supply inputs. Marshall's equilibria were
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partial ones. First, Marshall kept the fraction of a household's budget

spent on any single output small enough to enable him to ignore the

effects of such expenditure upon the demand for other outputs. Second,

Marshall kept his "representative firm" small enough to enable him to

ignore the effects of its output upon market price. Third, Marshall

kept an industry small enough to enable him to ignore the effects of

its input or output upon other industries. By keeping his firms and

industries small, he could justify a ceteris paribus assumption and

consider the supply and demand curves of a competitive industry to be

independent of the rest of the economy, hence of each other. The curves

would intersect in two-dimensional, simple, and tidy partial equilibria.

Birck applied such equilibria to case studies (1909), (1915) of twelve

important commodities, i.e., coffee, flour, grain, kerosene, matches,

meat, potash, potatoes, powder, salt, sugar, and tobacco. Applied to

statistical and historical data, theory—however simple—came to life,

and Birck was at his best.

An unmet challenge facing Marshall's partial-equilibrium method

were the capital, labor, and land markets. By their very nature such

factor markets are economy-wide. A treatment of them would require an

aggregative general equilibrium like that of Bohm-Bawerk. Unable to go

that far, Marshall tried to keep even his labor market small, e.g., his
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market for plasterers. As a result, his treatment of the distributive

shares in book, vi was his weakest performance.

By skipping Jevons and Marshall and by introducing the post-1870

revolution in its Bohm-Bawerkian and Walrasian forms, Wicksell and

Cassel gave Sweden a clear head start.

4. Wicksell (1851-1926)

Knut Wicksell came to economics from mathematics. His inspiration

was a general economic equilibrium in its Bohm-Bawerkian form. Two

years before Marshall, Bohm-Bawerk had accomplished what Marshall's

method would never accomplish, i.e. , to determine simultaneously the

period of production, the rate of interest, and the real wage rate.

Bohm-Bawerk' s capital was circulating capital in the form of a subsis-

tence fund feeding labor for the period of production. In equilibrium

the period of production would be long enough to absorb the entire

available real capital stock and employ the entire available labor

force. In such an equilibrium the profitability of the last extension

of the period of production would determine the rate of interest.

Bohm-Bawerk [1888 (1923: 401)] concluded: "We have, then, over the

sphere of our investigation so far, to record three elements or factors

which act as decisive determinants of the rate of interest: the Amount
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of the national subsistence fund, the Number of workers provided for by

it, and the Degree of productivity in extending production periods."

Having restated Bohm-Bawerk mathematically, Wicksell [1893 (1954)]

began to wonder how a "natural" rate of interest thus determined was

related to the rate of interest observed in markets where the supply of

money met the demand for it. If commercial banks could create money in

the form of drawing rights upon themselves, disposed of by checks, such

a supply of money would be quite flexible. Would the "money" rate of

interest determined by such supply coincide with the "natural" rate?

If it didn't, would some equilibrating variable be set in motion and

keep moving until the two rates coincided? Wicksell' s answer [1898

(1936)] was the following.

The money rate of interest would not have to coincide with a Bohm-

Bawerk "natural" rate of interest at all times. If it did not, nominal

values would be changing. If, for example, the natural rate of interest

were higher than the money rate of interest, entrepreneurs would be

induced—and the money supply correspondingly expanded—to pay a higher

money wage rate. Physically speaking, nothing would come of this, for

when labor spent the higher money wage rate, prices would rise corre-

spondingly and unexpectedly leave the real wage rate unchanged. There

would be a cumulative process of inflation expected by nobody. Even-

tually, such inflation would drain the banks for cash, so the money
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rate of interest would have to be raised to equality with the natural

rate—thus stopping the expansion of credit. Vice versa if the natural

rate of interest were lower than the money rate.

Wicksell's answer was made possible by a method fundamentally new

in three respects. First, Wicksell's method was explicitly macro-

economic, second, it was explicitly dynamic and, third, it was an

explicit disequilibrium method based upon adaptive expectations whose

disappointment constituted the motive force of the system.

5. Cassel (1866-1945)

Like Wicksell, Gustav Cassel came to economics from mathematics.

His inspiration was general equilibrium in its Walrasian form. With

it, Cassel (1899), (1918) could do what neither Jevons nor Marshall

had ever done, and he did it as follows. Unlike the Walrasian one,

Cassel f s general equilibrium model assumed the factor endowments of

all households to be fixed. Household income would then be the sum of

the products of factor price and all factor endowments of that house-

hold. Furthermore, the model assumed the input-output coefficients of

all goods to be fixed. The competitive price of a good would then be

the sum of the products of factor price and all input-output coef-

ficients of that good. Facing such household income and such com-

petitive goods prices, every household would reveal its preference.
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Goods-market equilibrium would require industry supply and such house-

hold demand to be equal for every good. Industry demand for a factor

would be the sum of the products of such industry goods supplies and

all input-output coefficients of that factor. Factor-market equil-

ibrium would require household supply and such industry demand to be

equal for every factor.

But Cassel [1923 (1932: 32-41 and 137-155)] went Walras one better

by dynamizing the static Walrasian model into his "uniformly progressing

state," thus inspiring John von Neumann [1937 (1968)] who, as Weintraub

(1983: 4-5) has pointed out, knew the Walras system only in its Cassel

version.

Inspired by Cassel, von Neumann went far beyond him in both rigor

and substance. Like Walras, Cassel counted his equations and unknowns

and was satisfied that equal numbers of them would "generally" guarantee

the existence of a solution. Neither Walras nor Cassel discussed the

properties of such a solution. Both failed to allow for substitution

in production: Walras 's "coefficients de fabrication" became Cassel'

s

"technical coefficients," and it occurred to neither of them that with

such fixed input-output coefficients, some inputs might become free

goods. Indeed, like Walras, Cassel failed to treat the distinction

between free and economic goods as endogenous, yet ironically offered

[1923 (1932: 148] an excellent example of a good that would be free

under one technology but economic under another: when used merely to
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generate mechanical power, Che waterfalls of Scandinavia might be free

goods. When used to generate electric power they might be economic

ones. At this point we must return to Denmark. As we have seen,

after Westergaard, the first Danish generation (Birck) remained Jevo-

nian, and it took yet another generation (Zeuthen) for Walras to reach

Denmark.

6. Zeuthen (1888-1958)

Frederik Ludvig Bang Zeuthen took a degree in economics at the

University of Copenhagen in 1912 and spent the next eighteen years in

the service of the Danish social-security system. But then, at 40,

Zeuthen published his Fordeling (1928) in which was found, among other

things, his use of inequalities in a Walras system as well as his

theory of collective bargaining. The following year he published his

article (1929) on product differentiation under monopolistic competi-

tion. Zeuthen' s treatment of collective bargaining and monopolistic

competition appeared in English (1930) with a preface by Schumpeter,

who called it a "bold raid into new and difficult country." The new

country would soon become part of mainstream economic theory. Also

in English (1957), Zeuthen gave us his mature views on all this. He
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taught theory, labor economics, and social security at his alma mater

1930-1958.

It all began with the seemingly pedestrian distinction between free

and economic goods.

In a Walrasian system with fixed input-output coefficients, Zeuthen

[1928: 27 (1932-1933: 2-3)] saw that feasibility would require the

sum of all input demanded to be smaller than or equal to the sum

supplied. By introducing a new variable, i.e., the unused portion,

Zeuthen could then turn his inequality into an equality and say that

either the unused portion of the input or the price of the input would

be equal to zero. Amidst Great Depression and civil war a mathe-

matical colloquium meeting regularly in Vienna was hospitable enough

to devote its time to the very foundations of economic theory. Here,

in a short paper Schlesinger [1935 (1968)] agreed with Zeuthen, but

neither Zeuthen nor Schlesinger attempted to prove the existence of a

general equilibrium. Wald [1935 and 1936 (1968)] made the attempt for

a stationary economy, and von Neumann [1937 (1968)] succeeded for a

growing one. Von Neumann formulated a primal and a dual problem. His

primal problem was to maximize the rate of growth subject to the

constraint that excess demand for any good must be nonpositive. That

constraint was what Zeuthen and Schlesinger had seen.
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Von Neumann's dual problem was this. We must minimize the rate of

interest subject to the constraint that in any time-consuming process

profits must be nonpositive. That constraint was seen by neither

Zeuthen nor Schlesinger. Taking his primal and his dual together,

von Neumann found his familiar existence proof in which the maximized

rate of growth equaled the minimized rate of interest.

III. CONCLUSION

Westergaard, Wicksell, and Cassel all came to economics from mathe-

matics. But Westergaard introduced the post-1870 revolution in its

weakest form, i.e., that of Jevons, whereas the Swedes introduced it in

the superior forms of Bohm-Bawerk and Walras, respectively. Birck was

handicapped by his complete lack of mathematical training and his con-

finement to the traditions of Jevons and Marshall. With their head

start and their remarkable abilities to reduce a problem to its essence,

Wicksell and Cassel went farther.

Wicksell inspired the Stockholm School: his short-run, macroeco-

nomic, dynamic, disequilibrium method was just what was needed in the

thirties. All that remained to be done was to add physical output as
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an additional variable. Ohlin's (1934) feedback between physical out-

put and aggregate demand unfolded in a cumulative process along a time

axis and was a succession of disequilibria: expectations and plans

were forever being revised in the light of new experience.

Cassel's microeconomic growth model inspired von Neumann (1937),

his optimal depletion of mines came back with Hotelling (1931) 13 years

later, his revealed preference with Sarauelson (1938) 20 years later,

his macroeconoraic growth with Harrod (1948) 30 years later, and his

dichotomy between nominal and real variables with Friedman (1968) 50

years later.

But Cassel was not alone in inspiring von Neumann. In the second

generation after Westergaard, Zeuthen introduced the Walras tradition

in Denmark and was the first to use inequalities in economic theory,

thus formulating the primal half of what was to become the von Neumann

duality. At long last, the Danes had caught up!
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FOOTNOTE

*The present paper utilizes the author's articles on Birck, Ohlin,

Westergaard , and Zeuthen in the forthcoming New Palgrave , London:

Macraillan, 1987, as well as passages from the author's (1986a), (1986b),

o

(1986c), and (1986d). The paper has benefited from Kaergard's (1983)

excellent survey of the marginalist breakthrough in Denmark and its men.
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